
   

 

Alpine Tours 

The Bluemlisalp Group offers many interesting alpine tours: for example, the normal route to the 
Bluemlisalphorn (northwest crest via Rothornsattel) as well as the popular North Wall, which 
attracts many mountaineers in spring and summer. The Morgenhorn – Weisse Frau – 
Bluemlisalphorn Traverse is one of the most beautiful routes in the Alps. The normal ascents to the 
Morgenhorn or the Weisse Frau are also very interesting tours. With fresh snow or glare ice, 
however, these tours can easily get very dangerous.  

Bluemlisalphorn 3661m a.s.l.  From the Bluemlisalp Hut to the Bluemlisalp glacier, pass „ufem 
Stock“ on the east side into the anticline between „ufem Stock“ and Weisse Frau. After ascending 
some more, you will reach the glacier corrie at the foot of the Bluemlisalphorn. The corrie must be 
crossed in the steep incline toward Rothornsattel (3179 m). From here follow the primary rocky 
(provided with cemented iron bars), and later ascend the snow covered northwest crest up to the 
peak. Ascent 4h / Descent 3h 

Weisse Frau 3650m a.s.l. From the Bluemlisalp Hut to the Bluemlisalp glacier follow the anticline 
between „ufem Stock“ and Weisse Frau to the rocks above the incline (Schnapsfluh) and over the 
steep snow-covered, rocky crest (safety rods in the upper part) to the peak. Ascent 3h / Descent 2h 
30min 

Morgenhorn 3623m a.s.l.  From the Bluemlisalp Hut follow the same route as Weisse Frau to the 
height of the anticline, then continue left toward Morgenhorn. After the flat above the ice inclination, 
go up the big ice crevice and then over the ridge (often glare ice) to the peak. Ascent 3h / Descent 
2h 30min 

Morgenhorn – Weisse Frau – Bluemlisalphorn Traverse   From the Bluemlisalp Hut, go up to the 
Morgenhorn and follow the crest (some rocky parts, some névé) until you reach Weisse Frau. Now 
walk southward; some rocks need to be climbed down. Follow the snowy crest to the steepest part 
between Weisse Frau and Bluemlisalphorn. From here, climb up the crags, provided with safety 
poles. Continue on the snowy crest to the peak of the Bluemlisalphorn. Descend on the normal 
route via the Bluemlisalphorn northeast crest. Bluemlisalp Hut to Bluemlisalphorn: 7h  

Wilde Frau 3260m a.s.l.   From the Bluemlisalp Hut, follow the small path marked with cairns 
toward Wilde Frau up to the first rank; continue through a small couloir to the next ledge. After  
ascending 400m southward, you reach the next ledge where you will find the access to climb 
(marked with a blue-white dot). Climb vertically through the crack, then keep left first, finally turn 
right to the first stand (4+). Another short climb will bring you to the second stand (3). Staying on 
the short rope, continue to the right across the rock ledge in a big S up to the domed peak. Follow 
the path to the northwest, reaching the peak only 200 meters later (over some steps). Ascend 2h 
30min / Descend 2h 

 

 


